Owing to its great practical importance, several able investigators have worked on this problem, and we find in the literature of the subject during the past few years a number of contributions dealing with this problem from its practical as well as theoretical aspect.
This problem finds its analogy in accoustics. If we mount several tuning forks on a resonating box and excite one, the other tuning forks will also vibrate, but each one will vibrate with several distinct frequencies which are different from the natural period of the tuning forks. The general outline of the problem and the method of its solution were given by Lord Rayleigh.F . Braun, Physikalische Zs. 3, p. 148; 1901. The derivations of these two equations will be given later. (10) we get:
"^dt~+^^"^^+^^-^r -^^"^^+ (13) Referring back to equations (10) T,P, -2 {P,T, + T,P,) a + 4T.P,a' = T,P, 2(p.r,+r.p,)±V4(P.r,+T.p,)^-i6r,p,T,p.+i6r.p.T.p.
Since, however, Ti = -Pi, equation (15) will reduce to the following :
(T,-P,)±^{T, + P,r--4P,T,
Since a has two distinct values, equations (12) 
From equations (13) and (14) we obtain the following two equa-
aP.
Pi -^-\-P,a^wl -P,awl + P3m/[ 5 -^* Awl =0
T, -^^^^+ T,a'wl -T,aw,'^T,wAa -k,T,Baw,' =0
Put for brevity P,a-^-P,a+P,=NA T,a^-T,a+T,=Ni In the evaluations of the constants a^, a.^, X^, and X3 it will be shown that they are all real quantities, and hence it is evident that «! and a^are the damping factors, and X^and X^are the frequency constants.
The values of a and X are given by equations (16) and (23) Using these values in equations ( 1 6) , we have a.6.+a,6,)y| T,-P, = 2{ P,T, = -ji(aA-aAr -dMh-h.y and therefore (1-/.^)
When the coefficient of coupling is zero, then the above two equations will reduce to a^= y^a nd a^=yt That is, the damping factors will be the natural damping factors of the primary and secondary.
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To obtain the expressions for \ and Xg in terms of the constants of the circuits, we note that N,-N,= -2P,a' + {P,-T,)a + T,-P,
Introducing these values in equation (23) we obtain: ( 31) positive, and therefore X is a real quantity. It is also seen from equation (28) 
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Introducing these values in equation (26) {K,{i+hQ,)+K,{i+k,Q,)} + (37) i\{K,{i +k,Q,) +K,{i +k,Qs)} + {K,{i-{-k,Q,)+K,{i+k,Q,)} = o i\{K,{i +k,Q,) +K,ii +k,Q,)} = o
In order that the last two equations of (37) From (38) and (39) 
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Let us now use the following abbreviations:
Then the real parts of equations (42)- (45) Equations (52) Table I ).
From the values given in the table, it is seen that the differences between H^and H^, H^and H^, are small, so that our assumption in equation (53) that H^=H^is justifiable. We also Cohen.] The Theory of Coupled Circuits. d'V, . , dV, dp
where 0^2= 1-^2^2 f^2^^-^2^2
As in the previous case we will assume, w^^K^e-'^^^e'^^^-\-K^e-''^^e''-^-\-K^e-''-^e'^^^+K^e-''^¥^'* Wz^K^e-''^^'^^+ 7^6^-°^^^^' +K^e-'''^^e'^-^^-\-K^e-''-^e'^-^ ( 68) Of course, the various constants which enter in equations (68) The expressions for a and X are, of course, of the same form as given by equations (15) and (23); that is. _ P,T, + T,P,^^{P,T,-P,T, y +4P.T,P,T, .^x 4P^T, ¥,T, +N,P,^^(N,T,-N,P,y +4P^T,P,Ta' N^= = P^a' -P,a + P3 N, = T,a' -T,a + T3 (70) The values of the various constants are given by equations (66) Referring back to equation (70) we have N.T, + N,P, = 2P,T,a} -{P,T, + P,T,) a + {T,P, + P,T,) N,T, -N,P, = {P,T, -T,P,) a + (T,P3 -P.T.)
Introducing the values of P and T from equations (66) and neglecting the terms containing R^as a factor as being very 
w^^Be~°-^w^J and therefore equation (68) The expressions for the currents can be easily obtained from (81) by the aid of equation (55) 
